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The global environmental issue is one of the difficult
problems in the 21st century that must be tackled through the
cooperation of various academic and scientific fields. Inter-
disciplinary and trans-disciplinary effort and the integration
of humanities and sciences are easier said than done. For two
years around the middle of the 1980s I presided over a study
group by the peculiar name of “Conversion Grammer of
Scientific Languages”. Fortunately, the study group turned
out to be a success, thanks to the participation of specialists
from different fields of sciences, such as humanities, social
science, natural science, medical science and engineering. 

At the time I was only an econometrician, and did not even
dream about becoming a specialist in environmental issues. In
1990 an organization called Global Environment Forum
Kansai was founded by the financial community in the
Kansai region and my first step into the world of
environmental problems began with my position as a
chairman of the Basic Philosophy Review Committee for the
forum. The experience I gained from presiding over the
“Conversion Grammer of Scientific Languages” study group
proved to be invaluable and helpful for me as I took on the
research of global environmental problems. 

In any case, from plenty of experience discoursing with
specialists from various scientific fields through research
work on environmental issues, I expect the most the
humanities approach to environmental issues. ‘In light of our
own environmental ethics, we have every intention to
voluntarily implement environmental conservation.
Therefore, the government should ease up on regulations and
refrain from introducing environmental taxation’, so voices
the Japanese industrial world. We need to question the
meaning of this ‘environmental ethics’. The historian Paul
Kennedy said as follows: In the five north-western European
countries the following two factors contribute to a high level
of environmental awareness. The first is that people are ‘rich’
enough. The other factor is that they are well educated.
However, while Japan seems to meet both requirements, the
level of environmental awareness is not high enough. The
reason is that, although the GDP per capita is high in Japan,
the quality of living is far from being high. This is also due to
the fact that, despite the over 50% of university entrance rate,
the intellectual level is by no means high.



Sustainability and Persuasion

Professor Yoshiaki Imai
Faculty of Sociology

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has

recently published its 4th Assessment Report. Professor

emeritus Motoyuki Suzuki of the University of Tokyo who

was one of the editors of the report says, “We are on the brink

of losing the chance to leave the next generations a living

Earth.” According to the report, the increase in the average

temperature on earth in the last 100 years is about 0.7°C, and

this fact is not only due to natural phenomena, but also human

activities that consume such energies as fossil fuels (Asahi

Shimbun, February 4, 2007). The report predicts that the

average temperature will rise by a further 1.8-4.0°C this

century, and that sea level will also rise 18-59cms. As a result

of that we will see more heat waves and strong typhoons,

which will influence the growth of crops and cause

epidemics, among other problems. 

In 1990 Professor Takashi Tsuchida already published a

book titled “How to Live Without Destroying the Earth”

(Iwanami Junior Books) to call for attention to this matter,

and since then things have worsened and sustainability has

become an urgent issue. Every person living on this planet

must take actions based on an understanding that the earth’s

resources are limited and should be wisely used with

considerations for the future generations, and greenhouse

gases, such as carbon dioxide, should be reduced to as much

degree as possible. 

With the situation becoming that grim, there should be fewer

disputes about the concept of sustainability. But it is

worrisome if we consider how many percentages of people

actually do something about it. It is true that as individuals we

have limitations and that depending on the situation a solution

to environmental problems would require measures on

regional, national, and international levels. However, these

problems will only persist eternally and we cannot stop the

earth rushing to its demise unless any one of us contributes to

this matter. While it may seem simple, it is important to

encourage everyone to go shopping with a shopping bag or an

ecobag, to keep a habit of turning lights off while they are out

of use, or to ride a bicycle or walk instead of using a car.

These actions, however, require costs, which results in a

factor preventing people from such efforts. The difficult task

is to see to it that such actions are carried out despite the

costs. 

How should we solve this problem? While one way would

be to alert the general public via television or the Internet,

another way would be to increasingly persuade those around

us. In social psychology, since the 1950s studies have been

conducted to find out how a person’s attitude could be

changed. The attitude here is a concept of whether a certain

subject (for instance, sustainability) is perceived as positive or

negative.

The findings of these studies show that we think very



carefully about things related to ourselves (Petty & Cacioppo,

1986), and that in order to change our behavioural pattern, it

is necessary that we change the attitude, that we are told to

change our behaviour by those around us, and that we are

aware that we can change our behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). In

addition, it was also found that we are prone to self-

persuasion, that is, even if we disagree with the very thing we

are persuading others to do, in the course of the persuasion we

influence ourselves and end up agreeing (Horsley, 1977).

Based on these findings we can become aware that

sustainability is an issue deeply affecting our children and

ourselves, and in order to expand the scope of sustainability, a

relief would be to urge people around to become more

interested in each other and behave in considering the

environment.

Professor Takashi Ohshima
Faculty of Sociology

(1) Purpose of the Value Awareness Survey

Although the word ‘values’ is often used in our daily lives, it

is difficult to define it strictly. For instance, the word appears

in the Japanese language dictionary Kojien (fifth edition) as

‘a set of judgments made by an individual or a group

concerning phenomena in the world’, which is extremely

vague. The dictionary further lists entries of terminologies

(such as value theory, value system, and law of value) that

indicate the meaning of value in philosophy and economics.

However, apart from these conceptual problems concerning

‘values’, values seen as a factor in deciding the attitudes and

actions of people in their daily lives, such as in ‘you and I

have different sets of values’ or ‘the difference in religious

values brew conflicts’, can be examined from the perspective

of social psychology.

If we look from this perspective the studies conducted in the

past on values, we can recognize three features of values: (1)

the influence on individual/group decision-making and

actions; (2) the function of adjusting human relations within a

group; (3) common features among cultures. For example,

when dining with friends in a restaurant, the Japanese tend to

order the same menu; this is not a tendency seen in

Westerners. While there may be various ways to explain this

phenomenon, there would be no argument against interpreting

those behavioural characteristics, such as ordering meals in

consideration to others’ or avoiding different orders, as a

reflection of the values unique to people brought up within

the Japanese culture. With this in sight and through

investigating the values, we are expected to reveal the

background to the decision-making and actions of the people,

Report on the “Singapore Value Awareness Survey”



understand human relations, and learn about the cultures that

make up the foundations of these. By doing so we might be

able to ignore, for example, the possible discomfort sensed by

both Japanese and some Westerners present in a group of

Japanese peoples and they are deciding on what to order in a

restaurant as a situation that can be interpreted.

As the examples given for everyday situation, a question of

values is often raised with ‘difference’ as a basis. In fact, in

studies of cultural anthropology, sociology, social psychology

and other academic fields, ‘the difference in values’ through

culture, nation, state, religion, generation, gender and so on,

and ‘the diversity of values’ are frequently questioned and the

existence of various values is argued as a prerequisite.

However, we are now confronted by the modern global

environmental problems as problems shared by human kind

that must be solved by overcoming such ‘differences’. It is

likely that the environmental values of the people are

diversified, or in fact there may even be another aspect, where

the very existence of the various values is what has been

causing modern environmental problems. That being said

however, it is obvious that we cannot impose a single sense of

values, and what we have to do first is to begin understanding

the diversifying values.

By investigating the values of Asian people concerning the

environment, our research unit aims at searching for clues to

solving environmental problems within Asian countries

showing significant economic growth, and proposing schemes

for solving global environmental problems through clarifying

what are unique Eastern values. We have chosen Singapore

this year as the study subject for our Asian environmental

awareness survey. It should be noted that we mention to our

research methodology as ‘value awareness survey’ since what

can be revealed through the survey is not the internal ‘values’

but what is expressed through the awareness of the people.

(2) The characteristics of Singapore

Singapore is a city-state made up from Singapore Island on
the south end of the Malay Peninsula and over 50 small
peripheral islands, with a total area of 699km2 and a
population of approximately 4,350,000 (data as of November,
2006 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs). In 1819, Sir
Thomas Stamford Raffles of the British East India Company
landed on the main island and opened the Port of Singapore,
placing the island under a long period of British colonial rule.
In 1959 the colony acquired autonomy and became a self-
governing state. In 1963 Singapore became a state of the
newly founded Federation of Malaysia but was isolated due to
deteriorating relations with the Malaysian central
government, and became independent in 1965 as the Republic
of Singapore. The first prime minister Lee Kuan Yew
implemented various intense modernization policies through
his one-party administration, the People’s Action Party
(PAP), such as promoting industrialization, developing the
airport, expanding free trade, promoting tourism,
implementing informatization, raising the education level, as
well as administering public manners. 

In regard to environmental policies, a tree-planting



campaign was also held in 1963 under the slogan ‘Clean and
Green City’, which was incorporated in 1968 into the
government’s agenda. In addition to this, there was the
‘Singapore Green Plan’ that was implemented from 1992 to
2000, and now a new ‘Singapore Green Plan 2012’ from 2002
through to 2012, while in 2004 there were the Action
Programs as part of the plan. The Action Programs define
goals to be achieved in 6 areas, and assign organizations to
take charge of each area. The areas are: (1) air and climate,
(2) water, (3) waste management, (4) conserving nature, (5)
public health, and (6) international relations. 

Singapore is a multiethnic nation, its people consisting of
Chinese (76.0%), Malay (13.7%), Indian (8.4%), and other
races (1.8%). Also, while the national language is Malay, the
official languages are English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil.
Meanwhile, there is also a diversity of religions, such as
Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Taoism and Hinduism. Given
these conditions the government has adopted a thorough
policy to achieve harmony among the races, and the learning
of English is mandatory in addition to native tongue of each,
in order for all to become bilingual, while HDB residents are
encouraged to live next to neighbours of a different race. 

In this way, as the government promotes an intense
environmental policy on the one hand, and has the conditions
where the existence of diversifying values in this multiethnic
country can be predicted on the other, Singapore can provide
case studies of great interest for research on the future of
environmental problems in Asia. In actual fact, it has been
pointed out that most of the average people in Singapore have
not made it a habit to separate their daily trash. This might
perhaps be attributed to the fact that the top-down regulation-
based policies employed have not been effective enough for
the countermeasures against modern environmental problems
and for further sustainable development. It may be necessary
to introduce the method of environmental conservation based
on decision-making open to the participation of residents. 

From the awareness survey conducted this time, we can
anticipate some kind of indications on this matter. 

(3) Method of Survey

In conducting this awareness survey it was necessary that we

chose adequate questions to ask. While designing the

questionnaire, attention was paid to make questions with such

expressions that would not result in vague interpretations

among the respondents. In addition, we also needed to ensure

that the same expressions were used as the surveys which had

been conducted in the past, in order to facilitate the

comparison with them. Questions for the Singapore

Awareness Survey were selected with reference to the

following surveys: 

(1) A Study of the Japanese National Character (The Institute

of Statistical Mathematics)

(2) A Comparative Study of the National Characters of 7

Nations (The Institute of Statistical Mathematics)

(3) The East Asia Value Survey (The Institute of Statistical

Mathematics)

(4) ISSP: In te rna t iona l  Soc ia l  Su rvey  P rogramme

(Zentralarchiv)

(5) GSS:General Social Survey (National Opinion Research

Center)



(6) The World Value Survey (World Value Survey

Association)

(7) Surveys on Environmental Awareness in China and

Thailand (Institute of Developing Economies)

Questions related to the awareness of environmental issues

were selected from the questions used in these surveys,

amounting to over 200 questions translated from English into

Japanese and each examined for use in our survey. At this

stage, assuming that the same survey will be conducted in

other countries in the future, questions related to the culture

and customs particular to a certain country were eliminated.

Furthermore, we selected questions from the “Comparative

Study on Community Awareness in Japan and the U.S. ”

conducted by the 21st Century Human Interaction Research

Center (HIRC21) at Toyo University affiliated with our

research units, and finally 45 questions were chosen. All

questions were unified into English and their meanings were

confirmed with a representative from a Singaporean survey

company, while translations into Mandarin Chinese, Malay

and Tamil were commissioned. In addition, past surveys

conducted in Singapore were referred to for making an

additional 8-question face sheet. The guestionnaire created

this way underwent confirmation in expressions by bilinguals

who can understand Japanese and each of the above languages,

with final corrections made before it was ready for use.

When conducting a large-scale social survey there are

various methods, such as home interview, home-

delivery/mail-back survey, mail questionnaire, telephone

interview, fax survey, and Internet survey, and each has its

advantages and disadvantages. What is important is that the

cost incurred and the accuracy of the samplings are well

complimented, particularly if we consider the response rate

home interview is an excellent method despite the higher cost.

We adopted the home interview method for this survey and

targeted 1000 men and women between the ages 20 and 65

for sampling. The sampling method is the stratified random

sampling method which consists of first selecting the polling

districts and next, households were selected by housing types.

Those with birthday closest to the day of the survey are

chosen from the households for survey.

The following are the examples of the questions: 

Q11. Would you be willing to pay more for items to protect

the environment?

1. Very willing. 2. Willing. 3. Neutral. 4. Not willing. 5. Not

willing at all.

Q12-3. Even if we don’t change our way of life, modern

science will solve our environmental problems.

1. Strongly agree. 2. Agree. 3. Neutral. 4. Disagree. 5.

Strongly disagree.

Q12-5. There is no point in doing what I can for the

environment unless others do the same.

1. Strongly agree. 2. Agree. 3. Neutral. 4. Disagree. 5.

Strongly disagree.

Q17. Which one of the following would be closest to your

views?



1. We should preserve nature as much as possible for our

descendents even if it causes slower economic development.

2. We should develop our current economy as much as

possible for our descendents even if nature is destroyed.

Q18. Here are three opinions about man and nature. Which

one of the following would be closest to the truth? Just give

me the number.

1. In order to be happy, man must follow nature.

2. In order to be happy, man must make use of nature.

3. In order to be happy, man must conquer nature.

The Singapore Experience

Between October 25 and 27 the Value Unit conducted the

verification of the content of the questionnaire to be used in

Singapore. For this we needed to go to Singapore and visit

Media Research Consultants. We also planned to interview

Professor Victor R. Savage and Professor Daniel PS Goh of

the National University of Singapore (NUS), both introduced

to us by Professor and Deputy Executive Director of IR3S

Kazuhiko Takeuchi, to ask them about current condition and

internal affairs in Singapore. Professor Ohshima and

postgraduates Yoshida, Saito and Hanai went to Singapore to

do this.

Media Research Consultants did the verification on the

English translations of our questionnaire. We worked together

to verify every single question in Japanese and English

prepared by our research group with the locally translated

Chinese version of the questions. In particular, the questions

with translations that made sense in Japanese but resulted in

some discrepancy in meaning in English were corrected by

explaining in English what they meant in Japanese. In order

to do a comparative study of the results, we referred to the

English version of past questionnaires to make our own, and

there were sections where the English required editing. This

task was carefully carried out over several hours. 

We then conducted interviews with the two professors at the

NUS.

First, we interviewed Professor Savage of the Department of

Geography and asked for his views on environmental

awareness from the perspective of economic disparity. He

told that economic disparity is not restricted to Singapore, but

to the entire Asia region, and that there is a discrepancy in the

environmental awareness between the rich and the poor. For

the poor ‘resources’ and ‘things’ are vital to their living, and

to handle these with care means sustaining their livelihood

more than for the protection of the environment. On the other

hand, for the rich to handle ‘resources’ and ‘things’ with care

means ‘bestowed responsibility’. He went on to tell us that

recently Singapore is witnessing a trend toward

environmental business expansion, where the business styles

connect the enterprise with the staff, and the enterprise with

consumers from the stance of environmental conservation. 

We next interviewed Professor Goh of the Department of

Sociology, who explained to us the efforts made from the



Activities Report

December
Publication of Newsletter No. 3 ‘Symposium Special Symposium’

February 3
Participation at the IR3S Open Symposium 

“The Future of the earth and humankind –Sustained by Resources
and Environment” 
Panelist: Tomonori Matsuo (Director, Toyo University President of
TIEPh)

February 26 28
1st Unit of TIEPh’s participation at the TIGS International Symposium

“Dialogue between Social and Natural Sciences” (Hawaii)
Presenters: Prof. Makio Takemura, Prof. Shogo Watanabe, Prof.
Hisayoshi Miyamoto and Researcher. Satoshi Inagaki.

March
2nd unit visited China to prepare for awareness survey.

March
Publication of the first issue of the Toyo University “Eco-Philosophy”

Annual Report
Publication of the Study Report and the supplementary volume

“Eco-Philosophy Extra”. Publication of the Study Report “Eco-
Philosophy Vol.1” and “Eco-Philosophy Extra”.

From the TIEPh office

This issues of the quarterly TIEPh Newsletter is the final for the

year 2006, and features the survey report by the Second Unit, as they

have revealed their findings from the Awareness Survey conducted in

Singapore. In 2006 saw also the publication of the first issue of the

Toyo University Annual Report “Eco-Philosophy” and “Eco-

Philosophy Extra” are published, as performance report for the year.

If you are interested please contact our office. 

viewpoint of Singapore residents concerning their

environment. As is well known, Singapore is a country whose

government is greatly influential and it has implemented

many actions on environmental conservation. In spite of that,

as such actions are determined externally for the people living

in Singapore, their awareness in working toward ‘protecting the

environment’ is rather low. The awareness of environmental

conservation is almost non-existent and this is due to the fact

that the government in their attempt to regulate the actions of

the people living in Singapore ended up preventing the

initiative of residents to tackle environmental issues.

So it was with witnessing the process of our making of the

questionnaire in Singapore and with the opportunity to speak

with the professors from the NUS on environmental policies

and awareness, that we were able to gain extremely

invaluable experience. 

Mio Yoshida

Mitsuharu Saito

Tomomi Hanai


